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Catalyzing a system transition

Legacy System

Centralized, 
siloed care

Future System

Distributed, 
connected care

Transition
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Adapted from 
Hodgson & Curry, 
2008

C3’s Three 
Horizons
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present system in 

the future



Designing for remote monitoring
Photo by: Xifan Cui



Illustration: Shivani Prakash

Exploring a future scenario
Photo by: Oda Heier



Backcasting
Photo by: Oda Heier
Method adapted from: Robinson, 1990



Conducting a pre-mortem
Photo: Shivani Prakash
Method adapted from Grey, 2011



Writing prescriptions to the system
Photo: Shivani Prakash



Action planning
Photo: Josina Vink



Commons

Gathering like minds

Working for the universal good

One overarching logic

Convivial interactions

Clarity of purpose

Reducing variation

Creating the 



The commons risks heading blindly toward 
“progress”, misses tapping into the breadth of 
knowledge in the room and further 
marginalizing those who do not align.



Uncommons

A heterogenous grounds where 
negotiations take place toward a 
commons that is a continuous 
achievement; an event that is never 
final because it remembers that 
divergence is its constant starting 
point

From de la Cadena and Blaser, 2018
A World of Many Worlds



Building the uncommons



Uncommons

Dialogue across borders (Strathern, 2018)

Doing difference together (Verran, 2018)

Plurality of logics (Law, 2015)

Leaning-in to conflict (Stengers, 2018)

Critical reflection (Ansari, 2020)

Appreciating divergence (Escobar, 2018)

Building the 



Dialogue across borders
Photo by: Thiago Freitas



Dialogue across borders 
Photo by: Xifan Cui



Healthcare islands Islands map by: Shivani Prakash, Felicia Nilsson, 
Thiago Freitas, & Josina Vink



Doing difference
together
Bring-a-thing digital workshop



Doing difference
together
Bring-a-thing digital workshop

Illustration: Felicia Nilsson



Plurality of logics

Illustration: Shivani Prakash



Leaning-in to 
conflict

Illustration: Shivani Prakash



Norms around 
exclusion of 
certain logics

Illustration: Shivani Prakash



Illustration: Shivani Prakash

Prioritization of 
certain logics 
over others



Certain logics 
are dominant 
and some are 
more peripheral



Disconnect 
between 
individual and 
organizational 
logics
Web of logics tool



Care as Choice
Individuals can choose what 
option is best for them, 
based on their own 
needs or desires.

Care as Expertise
Deep knowledge and 
tracking inform 
the best ways 
to care.

Care as Control
Boundaries and regulations 
provide conditions
for population
health and equal 
care. 

Care as Social 
Connection
Emotional connection 
and reciprocity form the 
backbone of caring in 
communities. 

Care as 
Unconditional 
Involvement
Some relationships have a 
non-negotiable bond creating 
a responsibility to care.

Care as a 
Way of life
Caring involves 
connecting with
a greater purpose, 
enacting rituals or 
beliefs.

Advancing Only Certain Logics of Care
Illustrations: Shivani Prakash



Ad by: Shivani Prakash & Felicia Nilsson Critical reflection



Unpacking Root Metaphors
Designer: Maria Våge Traasdahl



Conducting tiny tests 
Designer: Angel Lamar



Understanding unintended consequences 
Designer: Angel Lamar



Adapting service systems by bolstering
peripheral logics

Illustrations: Shivani Prakash



Commons

Gathering like minds

Working for the universal good

One overarching logic

Convivial interactions

Clarity of purpose

Reducing variation

Uncommons

Dialogue across borders

Doing difference together

Plurality of logics

Leaning-in to conflict

Critical reflection

Appreciating divergence

Creating the Building the 



The uncommons supports resilience, benefits 
from diverse ways of knowing and being, and 
opens up to a broader spectrum of 
possibilities.



Test out the 
web of logics tool!

Web of logics tool inspired by Sangiorgi et al. (under review). 
Designing as (and) negotiating across logic multiplicity.

Logics defined based on Thornton et al. (2012). The Institutional 
Logics Perspective.



Test out the 
web of logics tool!

Web of logics tool inspired by Sangiorgi et al. (under review). 
Designing as (and) negotiating across logic multiplicity.

Logics based on Thornton et al. (2012). The Institutional Logics 
Perspective.



What perspectives are dominant in your 
collaborations? Why?

What might you find if you made the 
assumptions of your collaborations explicit?

How can you make space for diverse 
perspectives and conflicting directions in 
collaborations?
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